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CO-CHAIRSʼ MESSAGE
We hope that this latest issue of Conflict Management reaches you as you plan to attend or
following your attendance at the Section of Litigation’s Annual Conference, April 16-18, 2008 at
the Hyatt Regency Washington DC, on Capitol Hill. Over the course of three days, the
conference presents the opportunity to attend more than 25 programs led by nationally known
faculty on the hottest issues in trial practice, including the constitutional clash over the power to
wage war, prosecutorial misconduct and the litigation spawned by the problems in the real estate
and credit markets.
As usual, the conference includes an abundance of networking opportunities, including
complimentary receptions, and luncheons featuring FBI Director Robert S. Mueller, III and
Washington Post Columnist Dana Milbank. And in a repeat from last year’s conference in San
Antonio, the Committee Expo is scheduled, this time in the evening on Thursday, where you can
learn more about committee activities and enjoy complimentary cocktails and hors d'oeuvres.
Following the Expo, there will be an evening at the National Portrait Gallery.
The Section’s next big meeting is set for August 7 to 10, 2008, in New York. Yes, the ABA
Annual Meeting will return this year to New York, so make your plans now. For more
information, visit the Section’s website, at http://www.abanet.org/litigation/committees/adr
Section meetings are but one of the ways to get and stay involved in Committee activities.
Programming possibilities abound: both at the Section Annual Conference and at the ABA
Annual meeting, and also through the Section’s Distance CLE
(Continued on page 24)
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITORS
Dear ADR committee members:
In our last two issues we featured several articles discussing the Arbitration Fairness
Act of 2007. This act has not yet been passed and remains pending in the legislature.
Quite understandably, there is a great deal of concern over a bill that can potentially
overturn the majority of the well settled and understood principles of arbitration. This
month we have an article by Attorney Joseph Markowitz presenting a counter point.
Manjit Gill's ADR Alert discusses a recent Supreme Court ruling favoring arbitration
that seems to underscore the heart of Attorney Markowitz's claim that the nearly
unassailable favor arbitration decisions are given by the courts resulted in the
legislative backlash that is the Arbitration Fairness Act of 2007.
This issue is also full of excellent material for new lawyers and those just entering
into the practice of alternative dispute resolution. Carlos Martin outlines the evolving
standard for Attorney fee awards in arbitration, an issue that is always near and dear
to practitioners. David Franzel supplies the Young Lawyers' article in the form of a
Model Letter to the client in a typical mediation, reprinted from [SOURCE]. Michael
LeBoff talks about the importance of outside counsel's mediation performance for the
corporate client in both the perception and result sense.
Finally in the area of technology law, there is an interview with the Ombudsman of
the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) discussing the
ADR procedure ICANN follows internally when disputes arise.
Every quarter we send you the latest news, helpful guides, resources and network
connections for everything relating to all forms of alternative dispute resolution. The
greatest resource we have to draw our material from is the membership of the
committee. If there is an article you want to write, or a subject you are interested in
having addressed, please contact us at aescobar@astidavis.com.
Sincerely,

Co-chairs Emeritus

David B. Collier
Rome McGuigan, P.C.
Hartford, CT

Annette C. Escobar
Astigarraga Davis
Miami, FL

P. Jean Baker
American Arbitration Association
Washington, D.C.

Co-editor-in-chief
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ADR Alert: The Supreme Courtʼs Newest Ruling Reinforces the National
Policy Favoring Arbitration
By Manjit Gill, Esq.
In Buckeye Check Cashing, Inc. v. Cardegna, 546 U.S. 440,
126 S.Ct. 1204, 163 L.Ed.2d 1038 (2006), the U.S. Supreme
Court clarified the role of arbitrators in resolving questions
of arbitral jurisdiction by holding that when parties to a
dispute agree to arbitrate any and all disputes that arise under
their contract, it will be the arbitrator’s responsibility at the
outset, rather than the courts, to resolve all questions of
interpretation arising under the contract, including the
ultimate question of whether or not the contract itself was
validly entered. In Buckeye Check Cashing, the plaintiffs
challenged the arbitration clauses in the contracts they had
signed as void ab initio under state law, and the Supreme
Court held that this challenge was to be resolved by the
arbitrator. Id. at 443, 446.
Although the Supreme Court’s decision appeared to be clear
on the primacy of the arbitrator’s role in resolving challenges
to his or her jurisdiction vis-à-vis an alternative judicial
forum, a subsequent dispute arose in California that
questioned whether that primacy was still to be accorded to
arbitrators when the alternative forum was not a judicial one,
but an administrative one instead. If there were any doubts,
the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Preston v. Ferrer, 128
S.Ct. 978 (2008) should resolve them.

Background to Dispute
In the Ferrer dispute, Alex Ferrer (“Ferrer”) and Arnold
Preston (“Preston”) had entered a contract. Preston sought to
be paid certain fees under that contract, and Ferrer refused,
questioning whether Preston was entitled to them. Preston
then invoked the arbitration provision in the contract, which
provided that the parties agreed to arbitrate “any dispute . . .
relating to the terms of [the contract] or the breach, validity,

or legality thereof . . . in accordance with the rules [of the
American Arbitration Association].”1 Ferrer responded to
the demand for arbitration by petitioning the California
Labor Commissioner for a declaration that the contract was
invalid and unenforceable under the California Talent
Agencies Act, Cal. Lab. Code Ann. § 1700 et seq.

Proceedings Before Administrative
Agency and Trial Court
Although the Labor Commissioner concluded that Ferrer
may have a colorable claim under the California statute, the
Commissioner refused to grant Ferrer’s motion to stay the
arbitration. Ferrer then filed suit in California state court for
a declaratory judgment that the dispute between the parties
was not arbitrable, and for an injunction against the further
pursuit of the arbitration by Preston. Preston responded by
moving to compel arbitration, which the California Superior
Court denied.2 Preston appealed this decision.3

California Court of Appealʼs Decision
The Court of Appeal affirmed the Superior Court’s decision,
holding that the relevant California statute vested the Labor
Commissioner with exclusive original jurisdiction over the
dispute. Although the Supreme Court had already decided
Buckeye Cashing by the time that the Court of Appeal
decided Preston’s appeal, the Court of Appeal held that that
decision was “inapposite” because it “did not involve an
administrative agency with exclusive jurisdiction over a
disputed issue.” 4 After the California Supreme Court denied
Preston’s petition for review, the U.S. Supreme Court
granted certiorari to determine whether the Federal
Arbitration Act (FAA) and its policy favoring the arbitration

SAVE THE DATES
April 17 to 20, 2008 – Section of Litigation, Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C.
May 15, 2008 – Submission deadline for the Summer issue of Conflict Management!
August 7 to 10, 2008 – American Bar Association, Annual meeting in New York, NY
August 15, 2008 – Submission deadline for the Fall issue of Conflict Management!
(Have an ADR announcement to include? Email us at aescobar@astidavis.com!)
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of disputes took precedence over a state law that purportedly
vested the initial decision-making authority in an
administrative agency.

the California Labor Commissioner take the lead on
determining jurisdiction, contravened Buckeye Check
Cashing.

U.S. Supreme Courtʼs Decision

Although Ferrer attempted to distinguish Buckeye Check
Cashing from the facts now before the Court by pointing out
that the initial decision maker here would not be a court, but
an administrative officer, the Court unequivocally rejected
this distinction, holding that “[w]hen parties agree to
arbitrate all questions arising under a contract, the FAA
supersedes state laws lodging primary jurisdiction in another
forum, whether judicial or administrative.”8

The Supreme Court identified the issue before the Court as a
simple question: who should decide whether Preston acted
as a “personal manager” or as a “talent agent” for Ferrer
(with the consequence being that if Preston was a “talent
agent”, the California statute above would enter the
discussion)?5
Reiterating the long-standing national policy favoring the
arbitration of disputes that parties have contractually agreed
to resolve by arbitration, reflected in the FAA, the Court held
that the position taken by Ferrer (i.e., to permit the California
Labor Commissioner to initially resolve the issue of whether
it may have jurisdiction over the dispute) would effectively
ignore this policy, a policy that this Court had previously
held applied in both federal and state courts.6
The Court went on to state that the Buckeye Check Cashing
decision “largely, if not entirely, resolves the dispute before
us.”7 As the Court noted, the contract at issue “evidenced a
transaction involving commerce”, bringing it within the
scope of the FAA, and there was no dispute that the
arbitration provision itself came within the FAA. In
addition, the Court noted that Ferrer aimed to invalidate the
contract completely, not just challenge the arbitration clause,
and the Court held that this challenge, and attempt to have

NEW EDITION

____________________________
Manjit S. Gill, Esq., is an attorney with Becker
& Poliakoff, PA in Coral Gables, Florida.
(mgill@becker-poliakoff.com) He specializes
in international arbitration and dispute
resolution with a focus on Malaysia and India.
The article expresses Mr. Gill’s personal views and is not
intended to reflect in any manner the views of his law firm.
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Ferrer, 128 S.Ct. at 982.
Id.
3
Id.
4
Id., citing Preston v. Ferrer, 145 Cal.App.4th 440, 447, 51
Cal.Rptr.3d 628, 634.
5
Id. at 983.
6
Id., citing Southland Corp. v. Keating, 465 U.S. 1, 16, 104 S.Ct.
852, 79 L.Ed.2d 1 (1984).
7
Id. at 984.
8
Id. at 987.
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Updated…Expanded…An ABA best seller

The Attorney-Client Privilege
and the Work-Product Doctrine
Fifth Edition
Edna Selan Epstein
The Attorney-Client Privilege and the Work-Product Doctrine has helped
thousands of lawyers through this increasingly complex area. In addition
to providing a comprehensive overview of the current law of the
attorney-client and work-product immunities, this perennial ABA
best-seller includes case illustrations and contextual examples, as well
as numerous tips and guidance. Practical, accurate, reliable and clear, this
book is the ideal guide for a practicing litigator: intellectually rigorous,
but without the theoretical and academic baggage that can make writing
on this subject cumbersome and leaden. The Fifth Edition maintains the
style and emphasis of the previous editions, but now is divided into
two volumes. Volume One examines the attorney-client privilege
and Volume Two covers work-product protection and factors common
to both the attorney-client privilege and the work-product protection.
2007, 2 volumes (1,474 pages), 6 x 9, paper
ISBN: 978-1-59031-804-1
PC: 5310363
$195.00 Regular price
$165.00 Litigation member price

1-800-285-2221
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Internal Alternative Dispute Resolution at ICANN
By David B. Collier, Esq.
The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN) is one of the entities responsible for making the
internet run. As its name indicates, it is responsible for the
master data table for unique internet identifiers, the domain
names and IP address numbers that everyone uses to access
websites every day. It is a private-public partnership
“dedicated to preserving the operational stability of the
Internet; to promoting competition; to achieving broad
representation of global Internet communities; and to
developing policy appropriate to its mission through bottomup, consensus-based processes.” ICANN was empowered by
the U.S. Department of Commerce in 1998 to take over
management of the Domain Name System from the U.S.
government.

Frank Fowlie is the inaugural
ICANN Ombudsman, and has
been the Ombudsman since
November 2004. This month he
generously sat down to discuss
the internal ADR process at
ICANN in a “virtual” interview
from Asia.
CM: Frank, tell us a little bit
about your background and what
makes you so suitable for your
ADR role at ICANN?

Frank: I think that I was selected as the Ombudsman, not so
much for any particular part of my background, but rather for
Disputes over domain names arise very frequently, often
the wide scope of my experiences and training. I bring a
between trademark holders and
varied personal and professional past to
domain name registrants of those
the position. I do have a Masters of Arts
trademarks by others. ICANN
in Conflict Analysis and Management,
Within ICANN itself
promulgated a dispute resolution
and I will finish a Doctor of Laws in
process to respond to that need.
Conflict Resolution this year as well. I
Domain names are not “property” in
is an additional
have trained with the Program on
the same manner that other
Negotiation at Harvard. Much of my
traditional intellectual property
dispute resolution
professional background has been in the
assets are. They exist by contract
field of investigations. I started my
alone and are subject ultimately to
process for those
professional life as member of the Royal
the control of ICANN. Because of
Canadian Mounted Police, working the
the relationship between ICANN
who may wish to
Montreal Drug squad. I have also been
and the service providers, it was
involved in Human Rights, financial
possible to create a contractual ADR
lodge
a
complaint
crime, consumer protection and
process.
Ombudsmanship. I spent a couple of
years working overseas with the United
about
a
decision,
Within ICANN itself is an
Nations in East Timor, and I have
additional dispute resolution process
French as a second language. In my
action
or
inaction
for those who may wish to lodge a
case, I think I was found to be the most
complaint about a decision, action
suited candidate for the job because of
of
the
ICANN
staff
or inaction of the ICANN staff or
this rounded career, international
board. Such disputes are referred to
experience, and good understanding of
or board.
the office of the ombudsman. The
the Ombudsman function and process.
ombudsman is an independent,
impartial, and neutral officer of
It is important to bear in mind that my role, although it has a
ICANN that functions as the Alternative Dispute Resolution
very strong ADR function, also investigates matters as an
(ADR) office for the ICANN community. The purpose of the
independent officer, and makes recommendations to the
office is to ensure that people have been treated fairly.
Board of Directors in those cases where ADR is not
successful. One of the things that make this Office so unique
The Ombudsman does not have the power to make, change
is the fact that it serves a global audience. There are
or set aside a policy, administrative or Board decision, act, or
stakeholders, and members of the ICANN community across
omission, but he does have the power to investigate these
the globe; and I have a history on an international level; and
events, and to use ADR technique to resolve them. The
an understanding that not all people and cultures approach
Ombudsman does not have jurisdiction over complaints
conflict in the same way, nor necessarily resolution. My past
concerning: internal administrative matters, personnel issues,
experiences certainly help in this aspect. The second thing
issues relating to membership on the Board; nor issues
that makes this job unique is that it is a multi stakeholder relating to vendor/supplier relationships.
bottom up - consensus building organization. In that sort of
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION  SECTION OF LITIGATION
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environment, the volunteers and stakeholders are important
to the organizations sustainability, so my own background as
a volunteer helps. The third point that makes this job unique
is that it is a technology enhanced dispute resolution
program, which is very unusual in the world of
Ombudsmanship. While I not a "techie", I am very
comfortable with the technology, and actually view it as
being key and critical in the future of the dispute resolution
field.
It is also important to remember that this is a sole
practitioner office, so it has been key to be able to balance all
of the files and activities of the Ombudsman.
CM: Tell us about the process at ICANN, what is a typical
complaint and what would its lifecycle be?
Frank: It is very hard to say that there is such a thing as a
typical complaint. There is a wide range of issues which the
community brings to me for assistance each year. Like most
Ombudsman operations, many of the complaints that I
receive are outside of my jurisdiction, for example, people
come to me with issues about problems they may be having
with their domain name registrar, and are therefore outside
of my mandate. We always try to be as helpful as possible,
and when something is outside of my mandate, I always
ensure that a referral is made to the best possible source of
resolution. For those complaints that are in my mandate,
again, there is nothing typical, and that's one of the joys of
this job, it is incredibly varied. My mandate establishes that
I am an independent reviewer of complaints concerning
fairness, an obvious common theme is that complainants
don't believe that they have been treated fairly. This may
mean that some process or decision may have been
unreasonably delayed; or that a decision maker may not have
considered all of the facts; or that when a decision was
transmitted that all of the reasons for the decisions weren't
fully explained. It is impossible to predict timelines, as very
often I'll be dealing with people in polar opposite time zones,
and messages and replies are transmitted asynchronously. It
also means that I am working with language barriers, and
translations have to be conducted on incoming and outgoing
emails.
I have attached a copy of my office's process model, which

explains the cycle. It is impossible to predict how long
investigations and resolution processes will take.
Complaints are always reviewed and responded to in the first
24 hours, barring international travel or lack of bandwidth
access on my part. Often, if the issues are clear, a file can be
resolved in a matter of days. If the resolution or
investigation process involves communicating back and forth
with members of supporting organizations who are
volunteers in the ICANN process, the timing can be a bit
longer.
The Office of the Ombudsman always has two impacts in
mind when looking at complaints. The first would be the
individual. What is the hurt, what is the unfairness, and what
is the redress? The second is on the systemic level. Is this
complaint unique, or is there some systemic problem with a
structural, administrative, or policy which requires change or
improvement to make it fair? Systemic reviews tend have a
longer life cycle than individual ones.
CM:
Understanding that there is no such thing as a
typical complaint, and that they involve both investigative
and dispute resolution functions, can you describe for us a
successfully resolved complaint from your experience that
had a systemic resolution?
Frank: I think perhaps the best thing to do is to review an
Ombudsman report. They are public reports, and are posted
on my website, http://www.icann.org/ombudsman/reports so
there is no breach of confidentiality. I think that actually
seeing the report gives a much more vibrant portrait of what
the work is, and how it is done. It is important to note, of
course, that I don't have the power to direct any one to do
anything. As an Ombudsman I can only recommend, and
use the power of moral persuasion to move the organization
to a conclusion. This is a very traditional Ombudsman role.
Reports mark some very notable aspects of Ombudsmanship:
the investigation; the ability to obtain information; the need
to apply fair, logical, practical and available standards to
define an unfairness; the attempts to resolve the matter at
hand at the lowest level of conflict temperature; and the
providing of practical solutions through recommendations.
Office of the Ombudsman, Report to the Board of Directors
File 06-317 is probably the most illustrative example.

Report to the Board of Directors – File 06-317 is a 26 page report summarized as
follows: Applicant sought to establish an At-Large Structure, which was rejected by the
At-Large Advisory Committee (ALAC). The Ombudsman's investigation lead him to
believe that that applicant was treated in an unfair manner on both an individual and
systemic basis through unreasonable delay, mistake of fact, negligence and a lack of
adequate and appropriate reasons for denial. The report goes through a dispassionate
and clinical analysis of the circumstances relying on the ICANN By-laws, the Code of
Administrative Justice (2003), and Black's Law dictionary. The report concludes with
recommendations to the board of directors that were developed with ALAC to resolve the
problem and prevent future occurrences. (Http://www.icann.org/ombudsman/reports)
6
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Decision, act, or
omission by ICANN,
staff, Board, or
supporting
organization

Ombudsmanʼs “Own
Motion”

-In the interest of the
community?
-Matter of Unfairness?
- Concerns process?
-Systemic impacts?
-Not otherwisely dealt with
by ICANN?

Identifiable complainant
- affected by the matter
-person or organization

Complaint

If “NO”
- Conclude file,
-Write to complainant
-Provide referral ,
-Provide Self Help Information

Consult with Board
Ombudsman
Committee, seek
agreement to
investigate

Jurisdictional matter?
- ICANN act, decision, or indecision is
complete?
-Personal impact?
- Current Issue, i.e. with 60 days?
- No formal Dispute resolution process – court,
reconsideration, IRP?
-Trivial, vexatious, repetitive?
-Does not deal with personnel matter, supplier
issues,
board membership, or internal administration?

If “YES”
-Investigate complaint
Complaint
Founded?
If “YES”, is the matter
resolvable through Alternative
Dispute Resolution
techniques?

If “YES”, resolve matter, correspond
with complainant and ICANN.
-Conclude file

If “NO”, consider options, develop
recommendations,

Consult with ICANN on
recommendations

-Response from Board
Ombudsman Committee
-Correspond with Complainant
-Conclude file

Advise Board Ombudsman
Committee of complaint and
recommendations
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The Internet Corporation for Assigned
Names and Numbers (ICANN)
4676 Admiralty Way, Suite 330
Marina del Rey, California, USA, 90292
Tel: +310-823-9358 Fax: +310-823-8649
CM:
How would you advise an American lawyer
representing someone and interacting with your office?
Frank: I think that one of the important things is for the
community to realize is that this is an informal ADR process.
There is no need for someone to be represented by counsel in
order to contact an Ombudsman. I would suggest that it is
very important for a lawyer to realize that the Ombudsman
process is not adversarial. The Ombudsman acts as an
advocate for fairness, and not for either of the parties. The
Ombudsman is interested in redressing unfairness, and in
helping the organizational systems to be fair. The
Ombudsman doesn't assess blame, nor attribute damages or
compensation. So, I believe that clarity of any
Ombudsman's role for a lawyer is critical.
Personally, I tend to have very few complaints through
lawyer's offices. I would say to a lawyer that it is important
that they understand
that the7/24/06
Office of
thePMOmbudsman
is the
Project2
3:20
Page 1
last avenue of an alternative administrative redress in an

organization or government, and that it is important to
underline that the process is stand alone. Should a party
decide to use a formal process such as a court system, bylaw
approved reconsideration appeal or review process, my
jurisdiction would cease, and I would have to close off my
work. It is also important for lawyers to understand that the
Ombudsman's work is done in private and in confidence, my
Office does not act as a fact finding body for the purpose of
providing evidence for litigation. I think that lawyers, like
other third parties, can assist in the Ombudsman process by
ensuring that there is a reasonable expectation of what an
Ombudsman can do to resolve the issue, by being helpful
when there are challenges for their clients with literacy or
computer literacy (given that this is an online DR
environment) and by ever bearing in mind that fairness is the
key mandate for the Ombudsman.
CM:

Thank you very much for your time sir.

Frank: Thank you.
For anyone that is interested, further information can be
found online at http://www.icann.org/ombudsman/.
____________________________
David B. Collier, Esq. is an associate at the
Hartford, Connecticut office of Rome
McGuigan, PC, and a member of the firm's
Litigation, Intellectual Property and
Technology Law Practices. Mr. Collier can be
reached at DCollier@RomeMcGuigan.com.
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Evolving Standards On The Award Of Attorneyʼs Fees in Arbitration
By Carlos Martin, Esq.
An award of attorney’s fees generally requires either a
statutory entitlement, a contractual right to collect attorney’s
fees or the bad faith actions of a litigant. This is the general
status in a majority of states and a long standing principle of
American law, the American Rule.1 Over time, this standard
has been poked, prodded, ignored and stretched by courts of
varying jurisdictions. Three recent cases dealing with the
award of attorney’s fees show how far the Courts are willing
to stretch these standards, and what the courts have
determined to be reasonable.

The Federal Arbitration Act
And Attorneyʼs Fees

The First Of Three - The Right
To Attorneyʼs Fees Created
By Action Of Counsel

A successor trustee brings an action against a brokerage firm
on a contract entered into by the prior trustee. At arbitration,
both parties sought attorney’s fees in their arbitration
pleadings and submitted motions requesting attorney’s fees
at the conclusion of the arbitration hearing. The problem
was there existed no attorney’s fee provision in the
brokerage contract, and the parties had not agreed in any
other manner to submit the issue of attorney’s fees to
arbitration. Despite this fact, the arbitrator awarded
attorney’s fees to the brokerage firm and denied the
successor trustee’s claims in their
entirety. Upon appeal, the district
court concluded there was no
An award of attorneyʼs
contractual right to attorney’s fees at
arbitration and vacated the attorney’s
fees, generally
fees portion of the award to the
brokerage firm.
requires either a

The FAA does not provide an explicit
right to attorney’s fees in arbitration.2
That stated, arbitrators have awarded
fees in cases submitted to FAA
arbitration. Furthermore, the courts
have confirmed these awards despite
the lack of a clear right to attorney’s
fees. This is partially due to the
statutory entitlement, a
standard for reversing arbitration
Thus begins the case of Hollern v.
awards under the FAA. The FAA
Wachovia Securities, Inc.8 The
contractual
right
to
arbitration provision within the
states that any award may be vacated
brokerage agreement provided in
upon the application of one party and
collect attorneyʼs fees
pertinent part that any controversy
where “the award was procured by
between the parties would be arbitrated
corruption, fraud or undue means;
or the bad faith actions
before an arbitration panel set up by
where there was evident partiality or
the National Association of Securities
corruption in the arbitrators, or either
of a litigant.
Dealers, Inc. (the “NASD”) in
of them; or the arbitrators were guilty
accordance with its respective
of misconduct in refusing to postpone
arbitration procedures, and that any
the hearing, upon sufficient cause
arbitration under the agreement was to be conducted
shown, or in refusing to hearing evidence pertinent and
pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act and the laws of the
material to the controversy; or any other misbehavior by
which the rights of any party have been prejudiced; or where Commonwealth of Virginia. The successor trustee
subsequently sought arbitration before the NASD claiming
the arbitrators exceeded their powers or so imperfectly
that Wachovia was negligent and breached its fiduciary duty
executed them that a mutual, final, and definite award upon
to the trust.
the subject matter submitted was not made.”3
An arbitration award may also be vacated if the arbitrators
exceed their power, or act in manifest disregard of the law.4
Manifest disregard is not easily established. A court’s
review of manifest disregard of the law is highly deferential
to the arbitrator’s award.5 Arbitral awards are only vacated
for manifest disregard where “the arbitrators knew of a
governing legal principle yet refused to apply it or ignored it
altogether, and the law ignored by the arbitrators was well
defined, explicit, and clearly applicable to the case.”6 The
deference given to arbitral awards, including arbitral awards
of attorney’s fees, makes it exceptionally difficult to obtain a
reversal for manifest disregard.7

At the conclusion of the arbitration hearing, the arbitrators
directed the parties to submit simultaneous motions for
attorney’s fees with accompanying affidavits. Both parties
sought, and argued, that attorney’s fees were permitted
pursuant to the NASD code of arbitration procedures and
Colorado law (not Virginia law as directed in the
agreement).
The arbitrators denied the successor trustee’s claims and
awarded Wachovia $193,526.84 in attorney’s fees pursuant
to Colorado law. Hollern appealed and the district court set
aside the award of attorney’s fees finding that the arbitrator
had acted in manifest disregard of the law in awarding the
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION  SECTION OF LITIGATION
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attorney’s fees. The circuit court held that errors in
arbitration panel’s interpretation and application of the law
are generally not reversible.9 The circuit court found that
while the brokerage agreement did not expressly permit an
award of attorney’s fees, the party’s subsequent submission
to the arbitrators seeking attorney’s fees amended the
original arbitration agreement to expressly authorize
attorney’s fees. 10 Furthermore, neither party objected to the
arbitrator’s authority to award attorney’s fees prior to the
award being granted.
The lesson to be learned in this situation is that you have to
be careful what you wish for. Under these circumstances it
is clear that a court would not have awarded attorney’s fees
simply because both parties made unsupported claims to
attorney’s fees in their pleadings and motions. Also, had the
successor trustee submitted her claims without a request for
attorney’s fees, it is likely based upon the reasoning of the
court of appeals that Wachovia would never have been
awarded attorney’s fees. Therefore, much thought should be
given to an application for an award of attorney’s fees when
the right is not clearly stated, and an objection should be
made if opposing counsel makes an unsupported claim for
fees.

A Second Case - Guidelines For An
Arbitration Panelʼs Award Of Attorneyʼs
Fees
In the case of Porzig v. Dresdner, Kleinwort, Benson North
America LLC,11 a terminated employee brought an action
against his employer under the Age Discrimination and
Employment Act. The dispute was submitted to arbitration
and the arbitration panel determined that age was a factor in
terminating Mr. Porzig. The panel awarded him
compensatory damages, interest and punitive damages.
When it came to attorney’s fees however, the panel did not
award Porzig attorney’s fees or costs and in fact assessed
him for forum filing and arbitration fees. Porzig appealed
the original award to the district court seeking modification
to provide him attorney’s fees and costs and to vacate the
panel’s assessment of the fees. The district court found the
panel had acted in manifest disregard of the law and
remanded the case back to the panel to award fees to Porzig.
The panel then awarded fees, but failed to show its fee
calculation analysis. Instead, the panel’s attorney’s fee
award was remarkably similar to the contingency fee
Porzig’s attorney had received. Porzig once again appealed
to the district court arguing, among other things, that the
calculation of fees by the panel was in manifest disregard of
the applicable laws. The district court denied Porzig’s
motion and he appealed.
The court of appeals prefaced its decision by explaining the
limited role that it has when asked to review the decision of
an arbitrator.12 Furthermore, the court recognized the strong
deference given to arbitral awards.13 That stated, the court
10
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“[M]uch thought should be given to an
application for an award of attorneyʼs
fees when the right is not clearly stated,
and an objection should be made if
opposing counsel makes an
unsupported claim for fees.”
found that in circumstances where “a court has already taken
the rare and extreme step of vacating the original award for
being issued in manifest disregard of the law, where the
panel on remand has acted plainly outside its authority with
respect to one facet of the award, and where we do not have
the benefit of being able to examine the panel’s analytical
methodology on the very issue that required the original
vacator and remand we may consider the absence of
explanation when deciding whether the panel has acted in
manifest disregard of the law.”14
The circuit court found that there was no “transparent fee
calculation analysis” and the award was “virtually identical”
to the contingency fee Porzig’s attorney had received; the
employer made numerous misrepresentations to the
arbitration panel regarding the applicable law and what
attorney’s fees were collectable pursuant to same; and, that it
was apparent the panel had not awarded Porzig fees for
successfully litigating his statutory right to fees despite the
fact that his attorney had made clear to the panel that fees
were mandatory. Furthermore, the panel had ordered the
employee’s attorney to return the contingency fee to his
client, something they had no authority to do. For these
reasons, the circuit court found that the panel’s original
award lacked any supported reasoning and awarded Porzig.
Therefore, when a reviewing court finds an arbitration panel
manifestly disregarded the law, the failure of the arbitrators
to explain the attorney’s fee award can be taken into account.
Considering the large award to Porzig, it appears that the
employer’s attorney did his client a great disservice by
making disingenuous arguments regarding the applicable
law. This ultimately cost the employer thousands more than
he would have paid not only to his own attorney’s on appeal,
but also to Porzig’s attorney who was clearly entitled to the
costs of appealing the fee dispute.

A Final Case - Attorneyʼs Fees Are Not
Curtailed By Policy Limits
In the pivotal case of Pilimai v. Farmer’s Insurance

Exchange Co.,15 the plaintiff had an uninsured motorist
policy with the defendant and was injured when an uninsured
driver struck his vehicle. Pilimai’s uninsured motorist
coverage had a policy limit of $250,000.00. Within weeks of
the accident, Pilimai offered Farmer’s $85,000.00 in full
settlement of his claims for the accident. The case went to
arbitration when Farmer’s declined the offer of settlement
and Pilimai was awarded $556,972.00 by the panel less a
$15,000.00 credit to which Farmer’s was entitled as a
deductible.
Both sides appealed the arbitrator’s award. Pilimai
specifically sought a judgment at the max policy limit of
$250,000.00 plus attorney’s fees. The trial court held that
Pilimai was entitled to attorney’s fees; however the award
would be limited by the policy limits. The trial court found
it impermissible to award Pilimai costs in addition to the
policy limits and ordered that Farmer’s only pay the max
$250,000.00 policy limit less the $15,000.00 credit to which
it was entitled.
Pilimai appealed the trial court’s decision to the California
Supreme Court which first determined that costs can be
shifted to the losing party in arbitration under the California
Code of Procedure. The court then interpreted California
Insurance Code and its reference to maximum liability as not
limiting an insured from recovering costs if doing so would
increase the award above the maximum liability provision in
the policy. The Court’s ultimate holding was that even if the
attorney’s fees in addition to the damage award exceed the
insured’s policy’s maximum coverage, the prevailing party
can recover the costs when an offer of settlement was
previously made by the insured and denied by the insurer.
The decision of the California Supreme Court clearly favors
policy holders. Here the court allowed the insured to collect
the maximum liability under the policy and added attorney’s
fees, such that the maximum liability was surpassed. This is
beneficial to policy holders as it will maximize their award,
while still providing their attorney’s the incentive of
obtaining an award of attorney’s fees separate for bringing
the arbitration. Ultimately, this may have a negative effect
on consumers considering that insurance companies will
likely increase their premiums to cover the costs of paying
attorney’s fees on top of maximum policy limits.

Conclusion
A review of the three cases cited above establishes that the
law governing an award of attorney’s fees in arbitration is
continually evolving. In Hollern, an attorney’s fee provision
is written into an agreement because both of the attorney’s
involved in the arbitration stated that their client was entitled
to an award of fees. Porzig established that an arbitration
panel’s failure to show its analysis in determining an

“[T]he law governing an award of
attorneyʼs fees in arbitration is
continually evolving.”
attorney’s fee award was sufficient for a finding of manifest
disregard of the law, when the panel had previously been
admonished in the same case. Finally, Pilimai shows that by
rejecting an offer of settlement insurance companies can
subject themselves to attorney’s fee awards that exceed the
limits in uninsured motorist cases. Thus, the American Rule
is subject to each court’s unique interpretation, and litigants
should not be surprised when a confirming court creates a
new wrinkle in the law.
____________________________
Carlos F. Martin, Esq., is a member of the
statewide Community Association practice at
Becker & Poliakoff, P.A. in Coral Gables,
Florida. Mr. Mills is the Region X President of
the Hispanic National Bar Association. He
may be contacted at cmartin@beckerpoliakoff.com.
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Young Lawyers: A Model Letter For A Model Mediation
By David Franzel, Esq.

Understanding your clientʼs dispute prevention and resolution experience and
expertise can greatly increase the prospects for a successful settlement.
Jane Doe, Esq.
Alpha Beta & Charlie, LLLC
Re: ABC v.XYZ

with us as early as is practicable. This can help to foster
the most realistic expectations and pave the way for
settlement. For example, a likely outcome or probability
analysis or jury verdict review may determine the most
realistic negotiation strategy and best inform and support
settlement options. Likewise, retaining a jury consultant
to conduct focus groups for larger cases can provide the
real world view of a matter that can be quite instructive
to outside counsel and client alike. What looks like a
“home run” on paper and in the eyes of an advocate can
turn out to look quite different to a layperson. Let’s be
sure to discuss these options!

Dear Jane,
I am very excited about working with you to resolve this
dispute! As I mentioned when you were retained, it looks like
this matter is headed for mediation. Because we have not yet
worked together, I thought it would be helpful to pass on
some of the lessons learned from our past mediation
experience. This information is from our own observations
and from discussions with other in-house and outside counsel
and mediators. Of course, I look forward to an open dialogue
and encourage you to get back to us with your thoughts and
experiences as well.

•

At the same time, be sure to acquaint us with all
potential non-dollar specific mediation outcomes. For
instance, identifying issues in dispute during mediation
can lead to a reduction in the number of issues in
dispute. This can be quite beneficial as time required
and dollars spent can be reduced. Furthermore,
identifying and reducing the number of issues can
promote settlement at a later date. Another important
non-dollar outcome can bring the parties together to
repair their long term business relationship. Be sure to
check with us to see if maintaining or strengthening our
relationship is important for this matter.

•

Please discuss with us whether a particular case should
be mediated and when. Several important questions
come to mind. Should the case be litigated because there
is a precedent that is important to us? Will the other
party or parties participate in good faith? Is the dollar
value of the dispute worth the potential long-term
litigation expense that we will incur over time? If you
conclude a case should be mediated, when is it best to
do so? For example, if we mediate now can we avoid
expensive document discovery and time-consuming
depositions? Do we need motions to be decided first?
These are examples of factors that we want you to
consider at this early stage.

For the most part, the mediation process has been good to
us. However, this is not to say that there has not been some
rough going along the way. Learning from our and other’s
experiences and applying what works and what does not have
helped increase the likelihood that we will achieve some
measure of success through mediation.
The key question is, how can we maximize our chances
for success?
To mediate or not to mediate, that is the question. How best
to proceed from the onset?
As we contemplate whether or not to mediate, it is
important to understand and discuss the principal dispute
resolution alternatives. This is because an informed team
must make key decisions regarding the best process for a
particular dispute early on. To do so, outside counsel and
their in-house counterparts must understand the process and
the strengths and weaknesses of litigation, facilitation,
mediation, and arbitration.
Fully involve us early on. We can provide critical
information that can assist you in determining the best
process for the dispute at hand and the best results. For
instance, understanding our dispute resolution track record
puts you in the best position to recommend how best to
proceed. This is critical because it can save us both time and
money!
Some related suggestions for you to think about:
•
12

Carefully review and evaluate potential dispute outcomes
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So we decide to mediate, now what? Please Prepare!
Prepare! Prepare!
Once we have decided to mediate, there are additional
factors that we like to consider. Although some of what I am
going to tell you might seem obvious, it is critical to us that
you reflect on these issues so that we can discuss them.

Where should we mediate? Location is very important
because it can set the climate and tone which enhances the
potential for resolution. Ask yourself, is the location
conducive to settlement? For example, conducting a
mediation session in a law firm’s conference room can cause
unnecessary and unneeded tension. Compare this to
undertaking mediation in a private home overlooking a forest
or large body of water. Correctly setting the tone is especially
important when we hope to repair a relationship and work
together cooperatively in the future. Why not start during our
mediation session?
We need to spend some time determining who should be
our mediator. We prefer a mediator who is persistent and
available, trustworthy, familiar with the subject area, neutral,
creative, and understands business relationships. Two
important means of determining how a particular mediator
fits into the above factors are polling your outside counsel
colleagues and by our checking with other in-house counsel
who have previously used the mediator.

yourself whether it is likely that the case will settle at
mediation. If it is unclear and you are concerned, please
consider providing the mediator with a confidential “his
or her eyes only” document if they will agree to accept
it. Also give some thought to whether a dollar or other
demand should be included in our papers. Does the
mediator require it? If not, consider whether it could
shut down the process.
•

Also, please ask yourself:
•

What level of participation do you need from the client
representative during the mediation session? Remember,
it is likely that the clients have not spoken for some
time, and therefore this is a good time to consider our
message from the company to the other parties and the
mediator. For example, is a general apology without
admitting liability something that we want to consider?

•

How should information be presented during the
opening stage or other parts of the mediation session?
For example, should we use deposition video clips if we
have them? One issue that we will need to consider is
whether the statements or behavior of a deponent on
video will embarrass any of the client representatives
who are present.

•

Should we address ground rules ahead of time? For
example, will we permit the mediator to talk directly
with us without you during the session? Are ex parte
communications with the mediator going to be
acceptable? Can we authorize the mediator to speak with
the judge? We should discuss how we want to handle
these and related issues well before the mediation
session.

•

As we prepare, let’s be sure to conduct a dry run before
the session with our session team and consider the
appropriate attire for attorneys and client representatives
in advance.

•

Last but not least, let’s minimize travel the evening
before the session. Because it is likely to be a long day,
we encourage all of our session team to arrive near the
session location the day before so they will be well
rested.

Some additional thoughts that we ask you to keep in
mind:
•

Please be focused in your preparation. This will save us
time and money. Let’s be sure to discuss your
recommendations for your firm’s team and session
participants, paying particular attention to the number of
attendees including attorneys. When you consider this,
ask yourself, what signal do you want to send and to
whom? For example, the presence of a number of
outside counsel and our CEO might display a level of
concern that we do not wish or need to communicate.
Plus, our CEO is very busy and therefore his time is at a
premium. Of course, we always need to have authority
at the table and to be flexible.

__ Take the time to refine your case evaluation with us
before the mediation session. What has occurred in the
matter since the original evaluation? For example, a
court decision’s arrival on the day of a session can affect
our authority parameters positively or negatively.
__ Consult us regarding our preferred relationship with the
other parties. Do we need or want to continue to work
together after resolution?
•

Let’s be sure to carefully consider the content and tone
of the briefing papers. For example, would a
conciliatory approach work best with the mediator, the
other parties, and us? The mediator is obviously a key
audience, as is our client representative, the mediator,
and the other party’s client representatives and outside
counsel. This approach can foster communication
between the parties, thus enhancing the potential for
settlement.

__ How much information do you want to relate to the other
side? Telegraphing one’s case to the other side can point
out our overall strategy that, should the case not settle,
could have a detrimental impact on our case. Ask

Experience has shown us that a clear, concise,
organized, and less inflammatory presentation can be
very effective. Remember, we have only so much time
and our audience will likely have different levels of
interest and understanding. As a suggestion, the norm
should be clear, concise, and to the point, and more
neutral than argumentative.

The Mediation Session
Preparation is also very important here. Below are some
rules of thumb that we have found helpful over the years.
•

If I am not at the session, please be sure to tell the client
representative not to noticeably react if verbally
attacked. They should endeavor to stay neutral. One
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useful tip is to consider having the client representatives
for the parties actually sit together (as opposed to across
the table from each other); this can help build empathy
and discussion between the parties.
•

•

Once again, carefully consider the tone of your
presentation and its impact on your client, the other
parties, and the mediator.
Let’s also be optimistic. If we can, let’s pre-agree with
the other parties about the form of a settlement
agreement. It is time-efficient to bring an agreed-to form
to the mediation session. This minimizes the potential
for the need to seek court assistance to address drafting
details.

There are no “templates” for success. However, if we
consider your experience and the above points, I am sure that
we will put ourselves in the best position for a successful
session and outcome.
Checklist
Below is a summary checklist for your use. It tracks the
above-mentioned items with key points that we like to try to
keep in mind. Of course, you are our settlement counsel so
you can ignore Item #5! Please be sure to let me know if you
have any suggestions or additions; I would be pleased to
incorporate them.
Checklist – Key Considerations
1. Work to prevent disputes. Keep little “d” disputes from
becoming big “D” Disputes. Consider ADR agreements for
transactions that outline the party’s preferences for
negotiation, mediation, arbitration, other dispute resolution
techniques, and related rules.
2. Involve client from outset. Enlist the client in the process
to pave the way for realistic expectations and eventual
settlements.
3. Complete and periodically update a case evaluation.
Determine the realistic value of a settlement. Review
probable outcomes and comparable jury award/settlement
data and consider a focus group for large matters to test
facts. Re-review periodically before the mediation session
and update us on any significant changes.
4. Carefully consider timing. Do we really need and want to
conduct extensive discovery and motion practice? Is our
adversary amenable to the mediation process?
5. Choice of outside counsel. Gladiator or conciliator (or
both)? Consider retaining settlement counsel who specialize

in settling and not trying cases. They can often be very
objective because they have less time and effort invested in a
matter and have no pecuniary interest in taking a matter to
trial. At the same time, separate settlement and trial counsel
permits trial preparation and settlement efforts to continue on
parallel tracks unimpeded and undistracted.
6. Choice of mediator. Retain a persistent, trustworthy,
knowledgeable, effective, and committed neutral.
7. Keep the client up to speed. Communicate key case events
to the client so he or she can be prepared for the session (and
potentially be more amenable to your recommendations).
8. Let’s choose the mediation team very carefully. Who do
we need and want from the client? Which attorneys are
really necessary? What kinds of signals do we want to send
to the mediator and the parties? Bigwigs? Lots of firepower
or one outside attorney and one client representative if we
believe the other parties will try to fill the room?
9. Location, location, location. How important is the
ambiance of the session? Law firm conference room or
private home?
10. Authority. Always have someone present who has the
necessary settlement authority.
11. Presentation and papers. Carefully consider content,
tone, and impact on session participants; do a full runthrough.
12. Agreement. Let’s try to get the parties to pre-agree on a
form so we can make the most of any settlement momentum.
Jane, thanks very much for considering our input. I look
forward to hearing your thoughts so that we can add them to
our list. One thing is for sure; with our collective experience,
we can do great things! Let’s get started today!
Sincerely,
Pat Smith, General Counsel
XYZ Corporation
____________________________
David Franzel, Esq. is in house counsel for
James Campbell Company LLC in Honolulu,
Hawaii, a national real estate company. He
can be reached at
DavidF@jamescampbell.com.
“A Model Letter For A Model Mediation” by David Franzel,
published in The Practical Litigator, Volume 18, No. 3, May
2007. Copyright © 2007 by the American Bar Association.
Reprinted with permission.
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Pre-Dispute Arbitration Agreements In Consumer Cases:
An Idea Whose Time Has Come and Gone?
By Joe Markowitz, Esq.
Congress is currently considering legislation to make predispute arbitration clauses unenforceable in many consumer
transactions, such as employment, franchise and medical
contracts.1 Members of the ADR community should not
assume that the push for such legislation arises merely from
an irrational hostility toward arbitration. Instead, the drive to
preclude enforcement of pre-dispute arbitration clauses may
be seen in part as a reaction to a long history of zealous
statutory and judicial enforcement of contractual arbitration
agreements.
Although this history dates back to
the 1925 Federal Arbitration Act, in
recent years the federal courts have
inclined even more strongly toward
enforcement of arbitration
agreements. Federal cases, and
many state courts which follow a
similar approach, cite the favorable
policy toward arbitration expressed
in the Federal Arbitration Act. The
courts generally take an expansive
view of the doctrine of freedom of
contract when construing arbitration
agreements, leaving the parties to
the dictates of the market, and the
boundaries of the documents they
signed. As Justice Stevens noted, “a
number of this Court’s cases
decided in the last several decades
have pushed the pendulum far
beyond a neutral attitude and
endorsed a policy that strongly
favors private arbitration.” 2

of the advantages of arbitration, by making it more
expensive and more cumbersome.
The pro-enforceability Federal approach, on the other hand,
is not balanced. Newtonian principles operate in the legal
sphere, such that it may be said that the Federal courts have
gone so far to enforce pre-dispute arbitration agreements,
that they have triggered a Congressional backlash. If
Congress succeeds in passing the proposed legislation
outlawing pre-dispute arbitration clauses entirely in certain
contexts, the pendulum will have swung back very far in the
opposite direction from that decried by Justice Stevens. One
question is whether such legislation
represents an attack on arbitration
itself. Is Congress trying to throw out
Newtonian principles
the baby (arbitration) with the bath
water (pre-dispute arbitration
operate in the legal
clauses)?

sphere, such that it may

Consumer advocates, and the
sponsors of the proposed legislation
in Congress, claim that they are not
courts have gone so far
challenging arbitration itself, only the
unfairness of forcing people into it
to enforce pre-dispute
before a dispute arises. In their view,
consumers should not be left to the
arbitration agreements,
mercy of the agreements they signed
because consumers rarely understand
that they have triggered
the rights they are giving up at the
time they are required to execute
a Congressional
these agreements.5 Furthermore, such
backlash.
agreements are often contained in
pre-printed forms, so-called contracts
of adhesion, which parties are
frequently not permitted to strike or modify. Even if
consumers are alerted to the fact that they are signing an
In some states such as California, by contrast, the state courts arbitration clause (FOR EXAMPLE IF IT IS PRINTED IN
have taken a much less expansive view of the enforceability
ALL CAPS), they still may not read it, or may pay it little
of arbitration agreements, for example by vigorously
heed it based on the expectation that a dispute is unlikely to
employing the doctrine of unconscionability to preclude
arise.
enforcement of pre-dispute agreements that are perceived as
one-sided or otherwise unfair.3 The California Supreme
At the outset of a contractual relationship, few take the time
Court has also mandated elaborate procedural protections
to weigh the advantages court provides of lower filing fees, a
before arbitration agreements in the employment and other
trial by jury, and the right to appeal, over filing an
contexts may be enforced.4 While these decisions have
arbitration, which can offer speed and simpler procedure.
engendered lots of litigation, and some uncertainty about the
Only after a dispute does arise do most people take the time
boundaries of judicial enforcement of pre-dispute arbitration
to consider whether they would be better off suing in court.
clauses, they have also struck a balance between the
Obviously, many people who sign arbitration clauses
perceived harshness of mandatory contractual arbitration and subsequently regret their decision; otherwise we would not
the freedom of parties to choose a judicial forum. This
find legions of cases in which they seek to avoid arbitration.
approach has the drawback, however, of diminishing some

be said that the Federal
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Advocates of strict enforcement of arbitration agreements are
quick to point out the benefits of arbitration, mainly its
streamlined procedures compared to litigation, and the
resulting savings in attorneys' fees. They will tell you that
only trial lawyers favor lawsuits, because lawsuits benefit
trial lawyers. These advocates rarely explain the need to
force consumers to agree to arbitration in advance, however.
If arbitration is really better for all parties (consumers and
business), nothing prevents both sides from agreeing to
arbitration at the time a dispute arises. But consumers who
have both options frequently prefer to go to court.
People choose to file lawsuits because they want lower filing
fees, the right to trial by jury, the right to appeal, and other
rights that are lost in arbitration. These rights give litigants
leverage, even as they may increase expense. Litigation also
offers greater certainty that the law will be followed; perhaps
greater predictability due to that certainty; and perhaps
greater opportunities to settle. Judges will go a long way to
avoid trying a case, while arbitrators have less incentive to
avoid a hearing. Therefore, judges are more likely to tip their
hand to indicate the probable result of the case, and push the
parties to settle. At the same time, juries introduce a
substantial element of uncertainty, and even fear, which can
also produce settlement. The possibility of increased legal
fees in litigation is often not an issue for consumers, because
lawyers are willing to accept cases they perceive as
worthwhile on a contingent fee basis.
Businesses impose arbitration clauses for the simple reason
that they believe that they are generally better off with
arbitration. Businesses are afraid of runaway jury verdicts;
they prefer a more private dispute resolution setting; they
may wish to limit discovery; and they believe they will save
legal fees in arbitration.6 Some studies have also suggested
that arbitration awards tend to favor businesses over
consumers.7 So let’s be honest about this issue. People
would not be required to sign arbitration clauses in order to
open a brokerage account, or obtain a job, or have an
operation, unless the businesses that draft such contracts
believed they were better off requiring arbitration.
Furthermore, the benefits of arbitration are not so readily
apparent to consumers; otherwise businesses would not need
to compel their customers or employees to agree to this
procedure in advance, before they have an opportunity to
weigh each system’s advantages and disadvantages.
Businesses do not require their customers or employees to
sign arbitration clauses for altruistic reasons. And while
some consumers may appreciate the benefits of arbitration,
there is no need to force such consumers to sign an
arbitration clause before any dispute arises, because they can
always agree to arbitrate later.
It is seldom beneficial to give up one’s rights in advance of a
dispute. Parties are well advised not to waive their
constitutional right to trial by jury until after they have fully
considered the pros and cons of doing so, which they cannot
reasonably do in advance of an actual dispute. Any attorney
16
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At the outset of a contractual relationship,
few take the time to weigh the advantages
court provides of lower filing fees, a trial by
jury, and the right to appeal, over filing an
arbitration, which can offer speed and
simpler procedure.
who has the luxury of choosing whether to litigate or
arbitrate a client’s claim should carefully advise the client of
the costs and benefits of each procedure. Some claims are
better suited to arbitration, particularly if they involve
complicated accounting or other specialized issues, or if they
lend themselves to more informal procedures. Other claims
have more sex appeal, and therefore more value, before a
jury. Some cases are more dependent on resolution of legal
issues, and others are more fact dependent. Some facts play
better in court and others play better in arbitration. Or as one
of my law professors said, if the law is on your side, pound
on the law. If the facts are on your side, pound on the facts.
And if neither is on your side, pound on the table. Each kind
of case tends to play out differently in front of an arbitrator,
judge or jury, as each are responsive to different sorts of
pounding. The point is that no smart litigant wants to choose
the forum before knowing what kind of case they have.
Only after the nature of the claim is understood, and the
client has carefully considered its merits and its best manner
of presentation, can a truly informed decision be made about
the relative advantages of arbitration or litigation. Therefore,
it may be questioned whether any pre-dispute waiver can be
truly knowing or voluntary. Even if a consumer understands
that they are waiving the right to jury trial in advance of a
dispute, there is an element of unfairness in asking a person
who does not expect to be involved in a dispute, has no
experience with litigation or arbitration, and usually receives
no legal advice, to execute such a waiver.
On the other hand, business interests may fairly ask why the
plaintiff should always be allowed to choose the most
advantageous forum, and force the defendant always to
operate at a disadvantage. To which the obvious response is,
why should business always be able to select the forum that
is advantageous for business in almost all disputes with
customers or employees? Arbitration clauses are not easy to
justify on the theory that they present a level playing field,
because by definition they eliminate rights that many
litigants perceive as advantageous.

The real argument in favor of pre-dispute arbitration clauses
is seldom made, because it is not an argument lawyers are
generally comfortable making. The argument is an economic
one, and it highlights the trade-offs that these clauses
impose. The real benefit (to both consumers and business) of
requiring consumers to give up the right to trial by jury is to
lower the cost of doing business. This enables the business to
sell its products or services more cheaply (or pocket more
profit).8 Thus, a business which is not compelled to defend
the occasional lawsuit by its employees may be able to
remain more competitive by paying higher salaries to all its
employees. A hospital or health insurance company might be
able to charge less if patients have waived their right to sue.
Brokerage fees may be lower than they otherwise would
because customers are generally precluded from suing their
stockbrokers. The real benefit to consumers who are forced
to sign arbitration clauses is the cost savings or increased
value they receive in the product or services they obtain, not
the supposed benefits of arbitration in the event a dispute
arises.

The real benefit (to both consumers
and business) of requiring consumers
to give up the right to trial by jury is to
lower the cost of doing business.
Lawyers should recognize that advocating strict enforcement
of pre-dispute arbitration clauses means that we are
sacrificing the rights of a few for the benefit of the many.
Such a position goes against the grain of our legal training
because we have been taught to value fairness and due
process for every individual involved in the legal system–
whether in court or alternative dispute resolution. While we
can present arguments supporting freedom of contract and
touting the fairness of arbitration, it is hard to sweep under
the rug our concerns about stripping rights from
unsuspecting consumers. We must acknowledge that
enforcing mandatory arbitration clauses makes it at least
debatable whether consumers have voluntarily and
knowingly waived important rights. Advocating the waiver
of important legal rights involves some sacrifice of principle.
It forces lawyers to sound like economists. Supporters of
compulsory arbitration should have the burden of proving
that this sacrifice can be justified in the name of economic
efficiency, for it is difficult to justify pre-dispute arbitration
clauses on any other ground.

such clauses, the “unfairness” problem is only really solved
by abolishing these clauses altogether. Arbitration should
still be an available remedy, but is best appreciated when
both sides enter into it with their eyes open. For these
reasons, the arbitration community need not react with panic
or fear to proposals to eliminate pre-dispute arbitration
clauses. A more constructive response might be to encourage
businesses to require mediation or at least notification before
a consumer may file a lawsuit. That would give the parties a
chance to explore settlement early, or to agree at the time a
dispute arises on alternative dispute resolution procedures
(including arbitration) that benefit both sides. Alternative
dispute resolution will only thrive when it is perceived as
fair. Strict enforcement of pre-dispute arbitration clauses has
reduced the perception of fairness. Therefore, we should
welcome the abolition of such clauses in consumer cases.
____________________________
Joe Markowitz, Esq., is a trial lawyer
located in downtown Los Angeles,
California. His practice area is civil
litigation dealing in business matters. His
blog is at http://fineartlaw.blogspot.com or
email joemarkowitz@fineartlaw.com.
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While the harshness (in some cases) of enforcing arbitration
clauses can be partially mitigated by imposing greater
procedural safeguards on the arbitration process, or by
greater judicial openness toward invalidating the worst of
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Youʼre Being Watched: Performing For Your Commercial Client At
Mediation
By Michael LeBoff, Esq.
As a former in-house attorney managing litigation for a
nationwide mortgage company, most of my contact with
outside counsel was by telephone or email. Mediations,
however, gave me the rare opportunity to see outside counsel
in action. For the entire day, I would be sitting right next to
my attorney as he or she attempted to persuade the mediator
and opposing party of the merits of my case, and throughout
the day, I would ask myself, “Do I want this person to
represent my company at trial?”

Make It Count

Executives and in-house lawyers are very busy. Your client
representative does not want to waste a day in mediation,
plus thousands of dollars in mediator and attorney fees, if it
is not likely to accomplish anything. In one unfortunate
instance, I spent the day before the mediation traveling
across the country, and when I arrived the next morning, the
other side had no client representative present and opposing
counsel did not have enough settlement authority to
Mediations are a golden opportunity
reimburse me for any airline ticket
to impress your client with your skills
and hotel. By noon, I was on a plane
as a litigator and should be
home. Suffice it to say, I was not
“Mediations are a
approached much like a job
happy with my outside counsel, and
interview. This does not mean
that firm never got another case from
golden opportunity
grandstanding, but rather impressing
me. The lesson: Outside counsel
clients with your preparedness,
needs to take steps prior to mediation
analysis, and advocacy skills.
to impress your
to make sure it will be a productive
Although all cases, mediations,
use of the client’s time and money.
attorneys, and clients are different,
client with your skills
Have prior settlement discussions
there are general guideposts to help
with opposing counsel so that
ensure that your client leaves the
everyone knows whether the parties
as a litigator and
mediation with a positive impression
are in the same ballpark. Confirm
of you that he or she will remember
with opposing counsel that the
should be
when the next case comes around.
decision-makers from all necessary
parties, including third-parties and
approached much
insurance companies, will be present
Define the Purpose
at the medication. And be productive
like a job interview.”
at the mediation. Do not spend
Long before the mediation, you need
down-time reading the sports pages
to identify your client’s goals. Is this
or dealing with other client matters.
a case the client needs to settle, or
Instead,
prepare
your
next
response to the mediator, draft the
would the client prefer to send a message? The best way to
settlement
agreement,
or,
at
a minimum, talk to your client
find out the client’s goal, of course, is to ask. Never assume.
representative about his or her business and litigation needs.
And, once you have identified the goal, it is also essential to
identify the best strategy for achieving it. In one example, a
plaintiff had filed a complaint against my company and two
Know Everything
other co-defendants then did little more than sit back and
watch us beat each other up. And the more the defendants
The client is relying on outside counsel to know anything
blamed each other, the higher the plaintiff’s demand grew.
and everything about the case—at mediation, trial and in
To reverse this trend, defendants decided to put on a united
other contexts. Thus although it seems obvious, you can
front at mediation and collectively attack the plaintiff’s
never be too prepared for mediation. In negotiations,
claims. The tactic worked, and the plaintiff’s demand
knowledge is power. Anticipate the points that the mediator
dropped exponentially. This plan would not have worked,
or opposing will assert so you can respond convincingly.
however, had our counsel not spoken with co-defendants’
Never presume the client representative will have all the
counsel prior to mediation and convinced them of the merits
answers at mediation. If you cannot answer an important
of this approach. In addition, make sure you pick the right
question, get the answer, you may be mediating too early.
mediator for your goals and strategy. Except in rare
Have copies of the critical case law and documents,
circumstances the client is relying on outside counsel’s
deposition transcripts, and other key evidence readily
knowledge of local mediators. If the mediator is ineffective,
available. At trial, the client does not want its outside
that reflects poorly on outside counsel.
counsel clumsily stumbling through a disorganized pile of
18
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documents, looking for the key document, or worse yet,
admitting to having left evidence back at the office. The
same applies at mediations.

Advocate, Advocate, Advocate
Again, mediation is one of the few chances that the client
gets to see its outside counsel in action, so it is critical that
you be compelling, articulate, confident, and above all,
persuasive. Most times, this begins with an effective
opening presentation which will likely be the only time you
have to speak directly to the opposing party, unfiltered by
opposing counsel. Always assume opposing counsel is
going to show up with a well-prepared, concise presentation
high-lightening the factual and legal weaknesses of your
case. You had better have an equal or better presentation at
the ready. It is also essential to persuade and continue to
persuade the mediator throughout the day. If the client sees
that its counsel cannot persuade the mediator, who many
times is a retired judge, how can the client be confident that
counsel can persuade the trial judge when the time comes? It
is your job to arm the mediator with facts, evidence, law and
argument that he or she can use against the other side. The
best mediations are often those where you rarely see the
mediator because he or she spends most of the day locked in
a room with the other side arguing your case.

Be A Team Player
Every client representative will want to handle negotiations
differently. Some will want to take the lead in the
negotiations and go toe-to-toe with the mediator. Others will
prefer to sit quietly and do little more than nod “yes” or “no”
throughout the day. You need to learn how the client wants
to proceed and what each other’s roles will be. Regardless
of the division of labor, you and the client are on the same
team, and like any good team, you should not air your
grievances publicly. In other words, never outwardly take
the mediator’s side over the client’s. If the client is being
unreasonable, you have an obligation to advise the client
accordingly, but do it outside the presence of the mediator
and other parties. Do not damage the client’s credibility in
front of the mediator.

“[I]t is critical that you be
compelling, articulate, confident,
and above all, persuasive.”

Likewise, be cautious when raising ideas for the first time in
front of the mediator or opposing parties. In one mediation,
settlement was being held up because a third-party was

“[A]t the end of the day, it is the
clientʼs money. … Remember,
they pay your bills.”
refusing the make a fair contribution to the pot. My outside
counsel, in front of the mediator, asked if I would be willing
to pay more in settlement and take an assignment of the
claims against that third party. That was the last thing I
wanted, and even though I kept saying “no,” the mediator
kept coming back to that alternative. Once the cat gets out of
the bag, it is hard to put it back.

Settlements are Business Decisions
Although counsel may have strong feelings about what the
client should do, at the end of the day, it is the client’s
money. The client representative has likely spoken to others
within the company and understands where the litigation fits
in the overall business strategy. In addition, although
business clients have varying levels of litigation experience,
most understand that litigation is expensive. Remember,
they pay your bills. All of these factors weigh into the
client’s decision whether to settle and on what terms.
Furthermore, if you push too hard for a settlement, you may
create the impression (rightly or wrongly) that you are afraid
to try the case. The client will remember that impression
when the next lawsuit comes across his or her desk.

Close the Deal
Last, keep in mind that the case never ends at mediation.
Even if a settlement is reached there is still work to be done.
Drafting formal settlement agreements, obtaining dismissals
or releases, and lining up the settlement funds should be
done as soon as possible after the mediation. The last thing
the client wants after a settlement is to spend more money
trying to wrap things up or, even worse, have the settlement
blow up altogether. And, if the case does not settle, there
should be some sort of immediate follow-up, whether it be
serving additional discovery, continuing settlement
discussions, or getting ready for trial. The client will likely
be most focused on the case after spending an entire day in
mediation, which makes that the best time to address these
strategy decisions.
____________________________
Michael KeBoff, Esq. practices commercial
litigation at the Irvine, California, law firm of
Hodel Briggs Winter LLP and is co-chair of the
Banking and Lender Liability Subcommittee.
He can be reach at mleboff@hbwllp.com.
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(Continued from page 1.)12

(teleconference) programs. If you have an idea for a
program, please contact Lori Sochin, the Committee’s
Program Co-Chair, at sochinl@gtlaw.com. Regional
programs, including co-sponsoring opportunities with local
bar groups, are also a possibility. Want to write a case note,
or contribute an article or Op-Ed piece in “real time”, the
ADR Committee web site provides the perfect opportunity to
do so [provide cite/link here to website]. For more
information on the website, please contact Rebecca
Williams, the Website Co-Chair, at rwilliams@stroock.com.
And of course, Conflict Management is always looking for
writers and contributors. For more information, please
contact any of the three Co-Editors’-in- Chief, David Collier,
Annette Escobar, or Manjit Gill.
We encourage young lawyers in particular to participate in
the Committee’s and the Section’s various activities. We
look forward to all your good ideas on what the Committee
can do to best serve you.

Respectfully submitted,
Robert L. Hines
Farella Braun & Martel LLP
San Francisco, California
Co-Chair, ADR Committee
Edward M. Mullins
Astigarraga Davis
Miami, FL 33131
Co-Chair, ADR Committee
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